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Peace with Justice week addresses issues
•

•

By Heather Sodergren

The Xavier Newswire
Last year, Pax Christi and
Earthbread
sponsored
Shantyto\vn. This year the hvo
groups have decided to come
together with other clubs in
the Dorothy Day House to
sponsor Peace with Justice
Week.
Peace with Justice Week began Sunday, Sept. 26, with the
building of cardboard shanties
to make a visual statement
about the needs of the homeless. All groups from the Dorothy Day House were present
for this event, including ATl}nesty International, Earthcare,
Earthbread and Pax Christi.
Monday, Amnesty lntery1ational had a mock jail on the
Mall in order to heighten
awareness of political prisoners in other countries. The
mock jail event was staged to
obtain signatures for letters
addressing unfair political
practices. Teachers were put
in jail for half hour increments
with bail being set at 30 letters.
"We want students to realize that there are political pris:
oners around the world that
deserve freedom," said Amnesty International president,
Martin Eisen.
Amnesty's focus during

Peace with Justice week is on
the Haitian refugee crisis.
Eisen said, "We want people
at Xavier to realize what the
U.S. is doing by sending back
refugees. It is against international law and we are obligated

Crazy Horse" was shown in
Kelley Auditorium. This film
deals with Native Americans
today and their plight on and
off reservations.
"We wanted to choose
something about Native

photo by Holly Brooks

Amnesty International sponsored mock jail on Monday
to offer asylum."
Tuesday's event was sponsored by Pax Christi with the
focus on Nati:ve Americans.
GuiJones, frof11 the Mia.mi Val--'.
ley Council of'Native Americans, gave a lecture on "14921992: Native American Perspectives" at 4 p.m. Later that
evening the film "Spirit of

Americans and make it an issue for our event because it is
often overlooked," said Sarelle
McCoard, a Pax.Christi mem·ber:.
Earthbread is sponsoring
today's event with the theme
"Nutrition and the Earth." At
noon, a speaker from the
Wooden Shoe Gardens, David

Rosenberg, will lecture on the aluminum, as well as glass,
theme's topic. This lecture will plastic, paper, magazines,
metal, and batteries from 10
be held in CBA 9.
"David Rosenberg is an or- a.m. to 2 p.m. Laterat4 p.m.,a
ganic farmer who has a garden representative from the Envihere in Cincinnati," said Mike rorimental Protection Agency,
Welch,
president
of Lisa Brown will give a lecture
entitled "The Problem is Too
Earth bread.
Coffee hour will be held Much Trash."
To conclude the day, all are
from 3:30 to 4:30 foday and all
are invited to donate a can of invited to gather. on the Mall
food and enjoy coffee and for a marshmallow roast and
company a tthe Romero Center. conversation about the week's
"We wanted to do the coffee issues. Anyone interested in
hour with the Romero center showing an act of solidarity
because we want to tie them with the homeless is invited to
into our cause because people sleep in the shanties after the
from their countries deal. with fireside chats.
. "The basic right of every
these issues at home," said
per~on is to have clothes, food
Welch.
Earthbread will conclude and shelter," said Mary Schoen,
today with a showing of associate director of Programs
"Wrath of Grapes" at7p.m. in for Peace and Justice.
The shantytown will offer
the Dorothy Day House. This
movie documents the plight of students the chance to experiUnited Farm Workers and the ence what a portion of
effect on America's nutrition. Cincinnati's homeless experi"In the past few years .ence every night.
The last day of Peace with
Earthbread has been centered
on Over the Rhine issues," said Justic~ week, Friday, is set aside
Welch, ''This is the prodigal forreflection on the importance
Earthbread coming home to of all life here on earth.
our original roots on food and . 'Wehopethatthisweekwill
hunger," Welch said.
provide people with the chance
Thursday is. recycling day to learnaboutall our groups at
which will be sponsored by the Dorothy Day House and
Earthcare. Students are urged keyintoonesthatinterestthem
to bring all their recyclables to most," said Mccoard. "Plus
the Mall. Earthcare will collect this will raise issues and further
traditional recyclables such as educate the students."
~

~

..

Costeau Society represented in lecture series
By Kathleen Rolfes

The Xavier Newswire
People need to become
aware of the changes and future effects of life within the
global water system, a spokesperson said Tuesday, Sept. 22,
Peter Burtchell, The
Cousteau Society's newest
team member and speaker,
opened the 1992-93 Xavier
University Lecture Series in the
Theater last week.
In his speech, "The Destruction of our Global
Oceans," Burtchell told the audience of about 30 people that
the transportation of hazardous toxic wastes, the exploitation of natural resources and
the growing global crisis are
all main contributors to the annihilation of major coastlines
and bodies of water.
'We' re not thinking enough
about our future generations,"
Burtchell said.
He said oil tankers pose incredible threats to the environment when accidental spills

occur, such as the March 1989
Burtchell said 70 percent of
Exxon Valdez spill off the coast the fresh water is not available
of Alaska.
because it is in the form of ice
"By global standards it sheets locked up in Antartica.
[Exxon Valdez] was a minor The main problem, he said, is
spill," Burtchell said.
not whether there is enough
"With the ad vent of the 20th
century the cargoes of these
ships have changed drastically," he said.
"Some of these ships are as
much as a quarter mile long."
Burtchell calls these supertankers "egg shells" because
they carry millions of tons of
crude oil protected only by a
thin insulation.
"Oil spills on land are far
easier to clean up than oil spi.lls
on water," Burtchell said.
Burtchell also said the distribution of natural resources,
Peter Burtchell
such as water, will most likely
be the cause of the next war in
the Middle East instead of . fresh water but.how to distribfighting over oil.
ute it evenly to countries.
"We live on a water planet,"
Burtchell has been a memBurtchell said, "Of all that ber of The Cousteau Society
water, 97 percent is salt water. for three years. The Cousteau
That leaves us three percent Society is a nonprofit organifresh water."
zation founded by Jacgues-

YES!!!!!

Yves
and
Jean-Michei ··
Cousteau to protect a'nd improve the quality oflife through
invention, exploration, and
communication.
Stephen Zralek, ·junior poIi tica l science major, said
Burtchell· showed students
why they need to take care of·
their environment and-natural
resources.
"The most profound thing I
learned is how much of our
world revolvesaround water,"
Zralek said.
'We take it for granted."
Burtchell said he is very
dedicated to Jacques Costeau
and has met him several times.
He describes Costeau as an
extremely interestingman who
spends most of his time on expeditions aboard a ship named
the Calypso.
"Jacques Costeau has written over 70 books in his lifetime," Burtchell said.
· B~fore joining Couste(\u Society expeditions, Burtchell
was a field geologist, water
rights analyst, park ranger at

Yellowstone National Park,
and science resource consultant.
He also earned degrees from
Brooklyn College and Michig.in State University and has
studied geology, physical
oceanography, hydrology, climatology and water resources
management.
Burtchell has also presented
his speech in many other languages, including French.
Dave Coleman, director of
Student Activties, said he enjoyed Burtchell's program immensely.
_
"I would love to have him
back," Coleman said, "He was
wonderful."
Burtchell said he hopes
someday people will learn a
safe solution concerriing how
to protect the global oceans.
Jacques-Yves Costeau once
said, "People protect what they
love," and Burtchell said, like
Costeau, he firmly believes that
if people really care for their
environment they will find
ways to care for it.
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Alpha Sigma Nu honors students
By Bridget Humbert

The Xavier Newswire
Are you currently a junior
or senior? Haveyou expressed
aninterestintheservi.ceofyour
community? Do you have a
commitment to the ideals of a
Jesuitlnstitution? IsyourGPA
a 3.5 or above?
If you meet these requirements, you may be eligible to
join Alpha Sigma Nu, the National Honor Society of Jesuit
colleges and universities in the
United States.
The society of Alpha Sigma
Nu was founded in 1915 at
Marquette University to honor
a very select numbeer of students each year on the basis of
their scholarship, loyalty and
service.
Scholarship indicates an
above average interest and
proven competence in academic work. Loyalty meansa
personal commitment to
Xavier University and its ideals of a Jesuit education.
Service is not merely mem-

berships in organizations, or
even holding office, but actual
giving of time and energy as a
result of participation. Alpha
Sigma Nu, with some 27,000
members initiates more than
1~400 students each year.
Alpha Sigma Nu now has
active chapters on all 28 Jesuit
campuses in the United States
and at Sogang University in
Seoul, Korea.
Xavier's chapter was
founded in 1939 and supports
various activities. Each year
the society sponsors two round
table discuss\ons, the Bishop
Fenwick Excellence in Teaching Award, an induction banquet for new members, and
other activities including
commu:nity service projects.
Already this year, current
members worked with Student
Ministers at Xavier to sponsor
a hurricane relief fund drive.
They collected food, clothing
and money for the victims of
Hurricane Andrew.
Alpha Sigrria Nu is unique
among honor societies in that

it seeks to identify the most encourages juniors and seniors
promising students_ of Jesuit with a 3.5 GPA or above to join.
"We hope to induct alumni
schools. These are students
who demonstrate an intelligent who demonstrated the
appreciation and commitment qualititesof Alpha Sigma Nu,"
to the ideals of Jesuit higher Humbert said.
In addition to honoring stileducation: intellectual, social,
moral and religious.
dents of Jesuit colleges, chapSelection to Alpha Sigma ters may also initiate honorary
Nu is one of the highest honors members. Thisincludespeople
that can be given on a Jesuit who are not students in the
campus.
school but display the outWhen a student is named to standing qualities sought in
Alpha Sigma Nu, the univer- Alpha Sigma Nu members.
sity recognizes achievemen.ts
This year, the society is hoponcampusand promise for the ing to induct Xavier alumni
Alpha Sigma Nu who have demonstrated the
future.
members have already given qualities that Alpha Sigma Nu
freely of time and energy to represents.
student government, publicaThe deadline for submitting
tions, cultural and religious an application is Friday, Oct.
organizations, service pro- 16; Applications are available
grams, and athletics. Univer- in the University Center and at
sity deans and presidents rec- McDonald Library.
For more information,
ommend students who can be
expected tocarryouttheideals please contact Dr. Paul Knitter,
of the society in the service of advisor for Alpha Sigma Nu,
others throughout their ca- Molly Humbert, president,
Cherie Hawk (vice president),
reers.
Molly Humbert, president Sarah Hambrook (secretary)or
of Alpha Sigma Nu, said she Noel Brossart (treasurer).
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~:u~~nts liv~~~~!de d~~~.~~~~~- Faculty plans reflection
The Xavier Newswire

Today is the 24th day of
classes and there are still
freshmen living in all four of
the study lounges in Brockman
Hall. Six freshmen are calling
the Brockman Chapel home
and more freshman students
living in the University Apartments are
waiting to move back
in to their apartment
on the ground floor of
Brockman.
What causes these
unusual living conditions? More students
in the residence halls?
''No, actually there ·
are less, students living in the residence
halls than last year,"
said Anne Massaro,
Director of Residence
Life.
Massaro said, "We
anticipated that 71
percent of the freshman class
would chose to live in the residence halls, but 74 percent applied for housing."
According to Massaro, residence life made a very big effort this semester to reduce the
number of triples in thedorms.
Last year, there were 201 students living in triples, this se-

"Last year there also was a
greater number of freshman
that were willing to be tripled
up,thanthisyear," satdAdrian
Schiess, Freshmen Programs
Director. · ··
·Also according to Schiess,
there are a greater number of
Cincinnati residents that want

Students make their home in
Brockman chapel.

the 'On-Campus Experience'
verses commuting from home.
According to Massaro, this was
not a problem that residence
life was expecting, last year the
students were out of the study
lounges and placed in regular
rooms withinacoupleof weeks
after the start of classes.
''This year literally, there is

said Schiess. Because of that
·
fact there was two transfer stu- By Kathleen Rolfes
''We're really excited about
dents living at the Quality Inn, The Xavier Newswire
it," she said.
for their first six days at X.U.,
She also said preparations
whichwasthelengthoftimeit
Xavier University's theol- fortheweekendbeganinJanutookresidencelifetofindspots ogy department plans a ary with discussions aimed to
~or them in Husman. Accord- weekend for discussion open determine what historical
mg to Massaro, all of the stu- to all students concerning the events meant in their original
dents living in the study history of Christianity.
context and what they mean
The 1492-1992 Conference today.
.
. lounges and the six
chapel dwellers have Committee was established by.
Ahlgren said in order to get
be offered a spot in a the department to take a criti- Xavier ready for this event a
triple in Brockman ·callookattherolesColumbus's film will.be shown to explain
thatopenedup.Allof voyage and the Roman colonizationofpasttimesand
them would rather .Catholic Church played in the · distortions of Christianity.
"The Mission" will be
stay putthan live in a European expansion into the
triple in Brockman.
western hemisphere.
shown in commemoration of
"I would rather
Part one and two of the dis- American missionary colonista y here in the cussion, including an analysis zation efforts this evening at
chapel, because I like of overall historical effects on .. 7:30 p.m. in Kelly Auditorium.
. "I think the film points out
Brockman, my five present day religious perspec~oommates and the· tivesisslatedforSaturday,Oct. some of the ways one chooses
people on the 3rd 17.
tobeaChristian,Ahlgrensaid,
floor," Tom Dueker,
Proposalsfortherenewalof "It raises a lot of deep and
chapel resident from church and society will be .philosophical questions."
Belleville, IL.
discussed Sunday, Oct. 18.
The 1492-1992 Conference
Gillian Ahlgren, member of CommitteeincludesDr. Gillian
"I feel alright
about living in the Xavier's theology department Ahlgren, Dr. Paul Knitter, Dr.
chapel, we all agree on most · and1492-1992 Conference William Madges, Sr. Judith
things and share everything. Committee member, said the Merkle, and Sr. Rosie Miller,
My parents' don'tlovetheidea, whole program was the all from Xavier's theology debuttheydon'treallydon'thave department's w.ay of .contrib- partment.
a choice, " Jay Kalagayan, uting to the 500 year anniverAll sessions are free and
chapel resident from Erie, PA. sary of Columbus and its im- open to the public, courtesy of
pact on Christianity in the the Ecumenical Chair Lecture
Americas.
Series, founded and directed
''We thought the best thing by Rev. Edward Brueggeman,
.
to do was to have a lecture S.J ., emeritus professor of thecontinued on page 5
series." Ahlgren said.
ology at Xavier.
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CDshop opened
by Xavier alumni
By Raymond Romanos

The Xavier Newswire
Xavier alumnus Gino Dania
recently opened a compact disc
and music shop on Montgomery Road in Norwood to cater
to Xavier's musical tastes.
Dania graduated in December class of 1988 with a degree
in business managemerit.
Dania isoriginallyfrom Aruba.
"I had no intentions of going back home because I really
wanted to do something on
my own here ...I knew I wanted
to start a business," Dania said.
The Store, named The CD
Shack opened on May 23, of
this year. Dania wanted to
open before graduation of '92,
but was detained.
"I knew we were going to
have a really slow· summer,"
said Dania, ''but that's what I
had expected."
·
Dania joined .forces with
Tony Plum, a graduatcofOhio
University, and together they
rented a space on Montgomery Rd for three-hundred a
month.
· "The landlord gave us the
first two months free, which
helps us have low prices,"
Dania said.
Dania worked at Tape
World in Tri-County Mall
where, with the help ofa friend,
he was able to get connections
with distributors.
'We get a lot of calls from
people looking for imports and
"ard to reach items," said
Dania.
'We consider ourselves
music bounty hunters. We'll
look for it until we find it," he
said.
The CD Shack is trying to
keep their prices low so they
can compete with stores in

Clifton.
"This place is easier because
it is within walking distance
from Xavier," said Dania.
. Right now they· would like
to sell T-shirts, promotions such
·as give- away concert ·tickets,
student specials, movie rentals;
but the most important thing
for them is to get regular business hours.
·
They have acquired a lot of
business since school has
started, mostly from Xavier students who heard of the CD
Shack via word of mouth;
"A lot of people come at
night. They go to UDF to buy
pop ·and stuff and stop by,"
Dania said.
TheCDShack buysandsells
records, tapes and· compact
discs. Ideally the store would
like to open from noon to midnight to serve Xavier students
who attend night classes.
"I've remained really close
to Xavier, because besides the
fact that I'm a season ticket
holder for the basketball team,"
said Dania.
"I've ~lked to a lot of people
from XaVier, beCause lwant to
established myself here I want
to stay around town," he said.
The CD Shack takes cash,
checks and hopes to have the
capacity to accept credit cards
soon.
TheCDShackisinterested in
knowing what Xavier students
like in terms of music and business hours is open to suggestions.
Gino Dania can be reached at
396-6060and the store is located
at 3937 Montgomery Rd.
Norwood.
.
Dania said, '1 think that this ..
is something that they would
like and they would need."

Bluesfest rains· on· the Village
By Dan Sigward
1
_Ti_'he_Xavi
__·;.;.er_N-ews~...;.;wr...;.;·1~e___
Prolonged rain forced an
earlyendtotheSACBluesfest
at the Xavier Village on Sat·
urday. Hope still remains
however, for future SAC
.
events at the Village. .
Only one band, H-Bomb
Ferguson and the Medicine
Men, was able to play.
However, they were only able
to play for about an hour due
to a short delay in the beginning of the Bluesfest.
After the performance of
H-Bomb Ferguson and the
MedicineMen,itbegantorain
preventing some of the sound
equipment from functioning
properly.
Therefore, SAC was
forced to canceJ the performancesoftheothertwobands
and end the Bluesfest.
"I thought it was very unfortunate that it rained be~

cause there was a lot of carfeul
planning to make sure it was a big
. success," said Jennifer Burke, chair.
of SAC.
The Bluesfest was set up as
planned in the Xavier Village
courtyard instead of the armory,
the advertised. rain site, despite
the threat of rain.
Bluesfest organizer Bill Bertsch
explained that it .was important to
keeptheBluesfestin the Village to
involve the Village residents.
"The Village. residents are a
groupofpeoplethatSAChasnever
reached before,soitwasimportant
to keep it in the Village," said
Bertsch.
Villageresidents,mostofwhom
were excited· with the idea of the
Bluesfest, were generally disappointed with the weather and
cancellation of the event.
"The Bluesfest could have been
a lot more fun if it wasn't for the
rain," said· Village resident Nick
Carpenter.
.
.
The Village residents_ did

manage to have some fun
however, as Village parti~
persisted late into the night
in honor of Bluesfest.
Despite the abbreviated
live music, many people enjoyed the ribs and chicken
served by Burbank's Real
Barbecue at the Bluesfest.
"I'd never had Burbank's
before, but the ribs were excellent," said senior Perry
Wienkamp.
According to Bill Bertsch,
there was enough interest
from the Villagecommunity
for SAC to sponsor more
events at the Village.
"The Bluesfest was a
learning experience for us
all and we'd love to do it
again," said Bertsch.
"We are looking forward to doing more events
in the Village because we
can attract a whole new
crowd for the events," said
Burke.
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New chaplain hired for Brockman Hall
By Erin Lampe

The Xavier Newswire
University ministries made
anotherimpressiveaddition to
their staff.
Last August, Chris Potter
was hired as the new Brockman
Han Chaplain and also the new·
volunteer coordinator for
Xavier ministries.
"Before Xavier, I worked at
couple different Jesuit-based
organizations, including the
Fountain Square Fools, a liturgical drama troop, which I've
worked on for 5 years," said
Potter.
"I'm now just a part-time
fool," she said, "which is an
actress for a traveling troop ...
this has allowed me to see a lot
of the country."
According to Potter, being a
volunteer coordinator entails
being the contact source for
both those who want volunteers and for those who want
to volunteer, whether it be on
or off campus.
In .conjunction to the on-

campus volunteering , Potter
advises 4 clubs: College
Frienas, Clown Ministry,
Adopt a Grandparent and the
Alphian Volunteer Program.
Potter is originally from
Detroit , Michigan, the only

daughter of 7 children to a big
catholic family. She has lived
· in Cincinnati for the last 8 years
and currently resides in the
Chaplain apartment on the
second floor of Brockman Hall,

with her cat, Mouser.
"Yes, university faculty are.
allowed to have pets in their
apartments even though they
are in the residence halls," Potter said.
Potter has a B.A. from Univeri;ity of Dayton in Psychology and another in another in
Religious Studies.. She is also
enrolled in the Human Resources Development Program, here atX.U. as a graduate student.
According to Potter, she has
conducted a lot of work designing retreats, appearing in
religious videos with the
Fountain Square Fools.
She has even taught highschool while working as a
youth group advisor.
"I think Xavier is a wonderful place, because of it's size.
It's very friendly and actually
a very different from my college experience. I think I'll
stay awhile," said Potter.
Potter can be found at her
office on the first floor of the
newly relocated Loyola House.

Bill Nave saved these
kids from
·drowning.
He's not a lifeguard-

he's a teacher. But to the kids
he's reached, he's a hero.
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from page3
According to Massaro, the
renovation of Kuhlman, did
decrease the number of donn
rooms, but it corrected the big
complaint of last year which
was lack of study space.
Those students living in the
study lounges are happy minus a their complaints about
noise and lack of closet space.
The six students in the
chapel and the two in each of
the four study lounges in
Brockman, are paying the same
rate as if they were in triples.
"I'm not unhappy with my
situation, but I probably would
be if I was in a study lounge,"
said Dueker.
According to Massaro the
freshmen that have been living
in theapartmenton the ground
floor of Brockman are extremely happy and can't wait
to move back into it as soon as
a minor maintenance problem
is corrected;
According to Schiess, there
was a specific gathering held
for all of these unique housing
residents to show that the university cares about them and
to get them all together to met
each other, during which little
discontent was raised outside
of noise and cramped quarters.
According to Kenneth S.
Bowles, chapel resident from
Lebanon, IL., he and his five
roommates have six desks, six
dressers, one closet and one
phone line, to share between
them and the number on their
line has been changed three
times. Despite all of-the problems, he'd prefer their chapel
over a triple in Brockman.
"People have walked into
our room looking for such
things as the stairway or the
television studio," said Joshua
Mauk, chapel resident from .
Omaha, Neb.
When asked about the university policy for housing basketball players in the only
double rooms with single residents in the residence halls,
Massaro and Chris Potter,
Brockman Chaplain,bothgave
no comment.
Potter.gave the same an-.
swer in response to .her feel:.
ings about being the chaplain
of Brockman with no chapel.
currently available.
Jeff Fogelson, Athletic Director; and Pete Gillen, Basketball Coach; both could not be
reached for comment on the
basketball p.lillayers ~ing able
to possess the only singles.
Betsy Ferguson, Brockman
Hall Director, also was contacted for an interview with no

September 28, 1992
Congratulations to the ne I
tudent Activities CouncB
ratified September 21 ].
The new members are Bar
~ ara Carroll, PeterShoughrue
~enny Ford, Brian Zralek, andl
Chris Tebbe.
I

j

It is now the responsibilitYJ
f each senator to mento.r theitl·
esignated clubs for the "Sen
te Mentoring Program:"
All SGA funded clubs were
plit up in alphabetical order!
he relations committee desig~
ated which clubs were goin
o go to which senator.

t

The senate newsletter is o
'ts way!
Within the next two weeks
enate will be distributing
ewsletter through the Xavie
ewswire.
The insert will consist o
enate information that wil
elp students to become mor
'nformed.
The Student Governmen
ot-line Number is 745-4269.J
Compiled by Benson Wrigh
Legislative Vice-Presiden~

Thursday, Sept. 25:
At 4:20 p.m. a non-studen
as reporte~ solid ting pro
otional advertisements o
ampus and was arrested fo
"minal trespassing.
The subject had bee
· amed on at least two previ
us occasions for similar .of
enses at two -separate dormi
ories.

SatUJ'day; SepL 26:
A theft of three valve ste
aps occurred in the Rain
t.

response. __--'--~~~~~====================
~-------------------------------------------o;;;::-o-y-o-u-w__..a~n7
t7
to~.-~se~e~m"'.::-:y~r~e~ta~in;::-::er?
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Lessons from nature
a

Virtuous patience rewarded
Matt

Aland er
Perspectives editor
One Saturday afternoon while burning the weekend oil at my desk on the
second floor of the Publications House, I
looked out the window and saw a fine
example of nature's craft.
A pane of glass separated me from t,he
spider that stretched two inchesfrom leg
to leg. This beastof theiris~ct world had
sp1:1n an incredibly iiHricate.web system
which serve.s as its'shelter, dinirig table
and cupboards ..The web gHstened in the
sun and shone in its glory, c.omparable to
massive interstate highway systems that
surround and run through cities like Los
Angeles, New Yor}<, Detroit cir Atlanta.
Both the web' arid the highways are massiveentrails'ofconduits which 5erve their
purpose well.
.• .·.
. .. ·
The black spider had painte<l fltiores-

· · The fact that this is Banned Book W~k illustrates how censorship is not a part of American life.
Yeah, right.
.
· · Censorship materializes in many foi;ms. In this
fast paced, informati?n ove!Joaded society the '!'edia determines what 1s and 1s not news. By deleting
any "news" from its pages or broadcast, the media
is an accessory to thecrimeofcensorship. But in the
media's defense, who wantsto sort through countless pages of mediocre crime when ther€ is a stone
cold killer who only kills the literate? The decision
of determining the value of different news clips
faUsintothelapsofeditorsacrossthenation. Somebody has to do it. .
.
Our government 1s also responsible .for ce~sor
ship believe it or not. Even though the Bill.of Rights
strictly prohibits Congress from makmg laws
"prohibitng the free exercise thereof; ~~abridging
the freedom of speech, or of the press~ we are not
completely free to think as we want because we are
.. not fully informed. ·
. ·
The· information known about the John F.
Kennedy assassination, the Iran-Contra Affair,
Operation: Desert Storm and the recent Tailhook
navy-sex scandal are all hea~i.ly manipulated .and
doctored by government off1c1als so the Amencan
public does not lose' faith in the system... These tax
doUar-paid officials lie to the public whenever
other certain officials deem it· nece5sary for the
government's well being.
·
Many of our public libraries have banned "immoral" books. Who determines what is immoral?
Standards of morality vary from person to person,
but may still be accepted as socially unoffensive.
Unfortunately, the Bill of Rights did not draw the
line of morality between right-wing Bible bashers
and left-wing hippies~ · ·. ··.
, The Jesse Helms vs. Maplethorpe issue, ke-T vs.
Cops dilemma and Public Enemy vs. a bunch of
overprotective inomscontroversy all point to censorship within our 'sodety.. Ideas have incredible
power in themedi.umsof artand music, thus making
,peoplein power positions very uncomfortable if
those ideas do not match their o\vn.
As human beings, we.tend to shun away from
what \Y'e don't understand. By shunning away, we
Jose the opportunity to understand. By losing the
opportunity to understand, we throw ourselves
into the pit of ignorance. Read a banned book and
shun ignorance.
-M.A.

cent yellow diamonds patterned on
its spine and large butt. I grew envious of its elegant patience as I observed it waiting ... just waiting.
Appropriately enough the Jines
"Sitting on the dock of the bay,
wastin' time," came to mind.
The monstrous arachnid was
waiting for some stupid bugs to fly
aimlessly into its beautiful trap, to
succumb to the glistening circular
wires that encircle their creator.
and better things, 'mainly dinner. When I came
Judging by its lack of movement, it back, my web-bound friend had followed my
could have waited for years, perhaps it example and was sucking on a nicely wrapped
has. Its primary function is to wait, its up wasp for supper. It's long front legs gripped
secondary function is to eat. It must wait . and rotated the wrapped delicacy to different
if it will eat, and it must eat so it can have tender spots so it could suck the life out of its
the energy to wait.
.
·
victim. Its patience paid off as
What a life!
the life flowed from the wasp
Glancing over the.
into the spider. I had a~ in·
spider'shome,Inotice
sight as to the life of a spider.
many small gnats
Oh the joy! ·
dangling lifelessly
Feeling content, I lowered
from the web. It seems as though they the blinds and flipped .them dosed, giving my
struggled themselves to. death. They gangly legged friend his privacy for awhile
weren't neatly packaged like the other
Lessons of peace, patience, tranquility,
large bees, flies or hornets trespassing in wholeness and inner strength can be learned
the spider's cupboards. I supposed this from any of natures creatures. Try not to be
meant the spider didn't feel like wasting content with only looking at human life as a
the energy for a small snack like a gnat. worthy example of study, but examine all life.
Snapping myself out of this hypnotic
Remember, patience is a virtue, and not too
trance, I left my desk to pursue bigger many of us arc exceedingly virtuous.

Do you.l\'al\~ ~lt~free.t9y\Vith_your hamburger?

.

'·.·
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African-American issues left unaddressed
brutal beating at the hands of those who accuse us of taking can, police officers can be just
police officers. It certainly was miles from inches. Black people as hypocritical as anyone else.
not the worst beating an inno- complain too much. Black people But the issue here is not the
Khary K. centblackmaneversufferedat need to go back to Afric:a. Black perceptionsthatpoliceofficers
the hands of police officers. It people should behappy;wearethe have of black men.
Turner
just happened to be the first ones getting all the jobs. If black
The issue here is the many
beating publicized on tape.
people would educate themselves, different attitudes held toThe government has been they could get ahead. The first wards all people of African dePerspectives columnist warned that African-Ameri- reaction of the individual who scent. Since the inception of
cans want a political voice. The feels threatened is always re- black people into the annals of
government has been warned · taliation. People need to listen. American history, we have not
that African-Americans are · It is a fact that black males been allowed any kind of real
I mean . .. please? Can we all frustrated with law enforce- have a strained relationship. power.
.
just ... get along?
ment officials who base their with police officers. The SepAffirmative Action means
No.
actions on their perception of tember 13th episode of nothing if, because of a lack of
We can get along when we us. The government received "Roe: Live," in which Roe educational standards in my
have gotten along. All this talk word that black
·
neighborhood, I
of race. Americans talk about people were tired
:-1 do not have the
race like they get·paid to do it. of talking. And, 1 •
1
tools necessary to
Race. Racism. Culture. Melt- likeothergroupsof L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - take on the career
ing pots. MulticU'lturalism. frustrated people
for which I am
Integration.
all over the world, many black Emerson (Charles S. Dutton) considered.
Integration. (just ... get people feel forced to accept the was arrested for being in a
Black people did not make
along?)
superiorityofactionstowords. neighborhood which he uptheideaofstereotypes. SteThe problem with AmeriAmerica has not listened. "d.idn't belong," stressed this reotypes and wrongful percans is that we do not learn The current issue of Spin point.
ceptions are· facts of life with
Pem"?ptionsoftheblackman which people of different ethfrom history. While history magazinefeaturesaninterview
tells us that 1)there is no such with Chuck D. and Hank as a drug-selling, gang-bang- nic and racial backgrounds
thing as a peaceful revolution,· . Shocklee of the politic al ing thug is prevalent in the have lived for hundreds of
2)oppressedsubcultureshave "raptivist" group Public En- minds of police officers. Yet years. Tosaythatthesestereofoundvisiblewaystoventtheir emy. When questioned about the police are often put upon types are perpetuated by Eusentiments toward govern- the sentiment of African- this seemingly untouchable ropean-American people is
ments that ignore their opin- Americans toward white pedestal and regarded as the probably cause for alarm to
ions and 3) history repeats it,. people, Chuck D. responded, models for model citizenship. many, but they are.
Think about it. People of
self, those in ·power continue "80 percent.of the brothers in This is a facade.
Police officers are· human African descent can boast the
to pay this circumvention rio · the ghetto be like~ 'F--k whitey,
mind.
cause he already f----d me beings with very real and hu- world's richest history, the
Rodney King was not the enough."
man thoughts and emotions. world's first civilizations, the
Blacks have heard itall from Like the average Joe Ameri- world's first kings and queens
first black man to suffer such a

f°Th-e- -M-e-1-:-an
- -.in
- - -F-.- -e:J
1

and the world's first schools of
thought. Why would :we want
to be pictured as well-endowed, promiscuous, animali s tic,. uncivilized, ghettodwelling drug dealers every
time our kind is mentioned or
spoken of?
People hang on the words
of media and television. There
is money in the exploitation of
negativity in the black community.
That is why people who really know nothing about African-American culture tune in
so religiously to shows like
"Cops" and "48 Hours: in the
streets of L.A."
Shows that deal with the
success stories, and there are
many, in the black community
are rarely aired, or do not come
on until well after "The Arsenio
Hall Show."
The message is clear to me.
When it comes down to black
people, if they are not acting
up or entertaining, they are not
interesting. It may seem an
unfair statement, but so is the
imbalance in representation.
So, like Vernon Murphy
suggested last week [Newswire, Sept. 23], let's talk We
have much to say, and we are
willing to listen ... once we are
heard. This is because we have
never really been heard.

Nontraditional experience intended to enlighten
Cindy
Markwell
Perspectives contributor
Last year someone in the Commuter
Office suggested I consider writing for
t~e Newswire. Being a freshman and
totally overwhelmed at the time, I
shrugged off the thought.
Having one year down and feeling
slightly less overwhelmed (it never goes
away does it?) I decided to write some
columns from the viewpoint of a
nontraditional/ commuting student.
My main hope is that this column will
encourage other nontraditional stu~
.·dents to become involved and share
their ideas and viewpoints;
The ti tie "From the Edge" came from
a conver5ation I had with a member of
the Newswire. I described myself as
feeling thatl was on the edge of ~ampus
life. Though I am a full-time day student, I find little ti~e to really in~eract
with other students and, as a result, feel

that I'm operating on the edge of most
of what goes on at Xavier.
Who are nontraditional students?
Why are we here? Where have we
come from? By the end of the year I
hope to give you more in-depth answers
to these questions. Right now, all I can
tell you is my story.
About two years ago I was an executive with Lazarus and
my position was eliminated
as part of their budget cuts.
Jobs we~e/are tight, especially for an older person
without a college degree.
One day I called Xavier and
told them I had no job and
no money but I wanted to
go to college. They said to ·
come on down.
Going to college was a
dream I'.ve had for years but
never felt I could give up my job or find
the time and afford it. All of a sudden
(or so it seems now) I found myself
registered, deep in debt and still without a job. Until I came to the first day of
school last year, I thought my college
dream was unreal and would disappear any minute. I felt the same way
when this year started but here I a.m!
When all else failed and the unem-

ployment ran out, I found a job as a
waitress. (I'm putting myself through
college, workingasa waitresslikemany
other 18 year-olds!) Going to college
for me means I work 25 plus hours a
week, go to school four days a week
(about an hour a day in travel time) and
study every other minute I have. I've
given up cleaning the house and I try to
cook my meals for the week
on Sundays.
I really admire those
menand women who go to
school and have families to
care for also. I don't see
how they do it. I look with
envy on those who only
have to walk across the
street to be home(whatare
the dorms like? I've never
been in one so they seem
like secret places to me!)
and are able to join clubs and spend
time socializing with their friends. :. So
far then~ hasn't been time in my
schedule for a movie or night out.
Dances, parties, clubs, sports events
and homecoming are only words to
me. I feel that I don't belong to this part
of Xavier.
.·
·
There also isn't any money for these
things. I brown bag my lunch, gave up

Hey baby, what's your sign?

buyingnewclothes,drivea 1980Toyota
with 135,000miles and hope/ pray each
month the tips at work will be enough
to cover the bills and that the car will
keep running. I guess you could say
this is a faith journey for me.
Don't take this as complaining but
rather as how much college means to
me. I'm willing to do whatever it takes
to get my degree in Theology. In fact, I
plan to go for my Masters degree as
soon ·as I (hopefully!) get my Bachelors.
The one place I feel I belong is in the
classroom. The teachers and students
havemademefeel very accepted, which
is the best thing about college life.
I was very concerned about taking
day classes where there are more traditional students. Usually .the majority of
nontraditional sfudents attend night
classes, but I am seeing a lot more of us
during the day this year.
I'll never forget how good it felt last
year when I was asked to join a study
group. Wow! I was accepted.
Thank you, all of you, who accept us
older students and talk with us.like you
would any other student. It's the nicest
thingyoucandoforus! l'mveryhappy
to be here, sharing this learning and
growing experience with you all. 'Till
· next time, God Bless!
·
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Litnited te:rm.s reduce opportunity· ·for· representatives
By Michael Dake
Guest columnist
Do you like to receive ultimatums? Not many people
do. Ultimatums,however,are
being put to the voters by Ohio ·
State issues 2, 3, and 4 in the
upcoming election. Each of
these ask whether we want to
limit the choices we have for
representation in our state and
federal governments. Are we
willing to throw out the good
politicians with the bad after
eight years or term years,
whichever is greater? No selectivity will be allowed; these
are absolutes.
Fortunately, we also have
the option of requesting a forum to discuss and consider a

better regimen of treatment.
State Issue 1 is the constitutionally required question of
whether or not we will hold a
convention toconsiderchanges
to our state's basic law. With
this question, we avoid ultimatums and substitUte debate
and public accountability for
the content of such issues.
The Issues asking for ~erm
limits come to us from an initiative petition drive. The outof-state sponsors wrote a proposed constitutional amendment and asked voters to sign
a petition to qualify it for the
ballot. No one exceptthe State
Ballot Board was allowed to
change even a comma. The
only question asked was yes or
no. Takeitorleaveit. If passed,

term limits will apply universally,noquestionsasked when
the term is up. We'd better
hope qualified replacements
are available and willing to
serve when we have to choose
a new state government twice
a decade. If there isn't anyone,
we· wilJ have' 'to .accept
second rate public servants.
If we ask for a convention,
we will be able to select delegates toexaminethesupp0sed
problems which term limitsare
being used to solve: abuses of
the seniority, patronage and
campaign finance systems. We
have had four conventions to
write and amend our constitution since Ohio became a state.
Each time, ordinary citizens
have gathered and done their

~~i]ffe0®Jill]ut]filti(ffi0@j{illi@i]~i]hl@0@ill@@]llijif@tij(i~~ru us
best
to serve
F
well.
They
know they
have a finite
job and a limited time to do.
it and have
never failed to
act well. And
they
have
never acted to

serve their own interests at the
expense of t.'1e state. Eighty
years ago, the fourth convention saw fit that we have the
regular option of constitution
amending conventions every
twenty years.
Issue 1 is the fourth time the
question has appeared. Although it has never been approved, it has never been
available at a time when large
groups have called for fundamental change. This year the
two come together. We should
take advantage of it now.
Here's how it would work.
If we approve the cat:, the legislature would be required to
pass a law providing for electionsof delegates. They would
probably use nonpartisan ballots in the House districts, as
has been done before. The
delegatewouldmeetandcould
consider~nyissuetheywanted

to, including term limits, correctionsof the seniority system,
taxes, abolishment or establishment of offices, property
laws, civil rights, etc. Their
proposals would be debated
and voted upon. We would be

able to respond to the proposalsastheyaremade,iftheproceedings are public. Any proposed amendments they decide upon would be out to a
referendum, .as the issues are
. now.. The difference would be
that these proposals would be
theresultofdemocraticaction,
ratherthanthedesiresofafew
individuals.Think about it. What are
term limits trying to correct?
Most would say politicians are
able to stay in office too long to
gain too much power over our
lives. They can't do that
without our approval. Do you
think an absolute solution is
best? or would you like to see
some discussion of the options,
like reorganizing the government the long-serving members cannot influence others
beyond their numbers as
members of a group? Perhaps
campaign financing laws are
the real problem.
It will only be with a convention of citizens who will
live with their actions that we
will get the necessary perspective on solving our problems.

Letter to the Editor
Attack on pigeons' plight answered
I am writing this letter
in response to David
Birdsall's article "Activists challenge - the
pigeon's plight." [Sept.16

Newswire]
I am truly amazed at
thelackofsensitivity Mr.
Birdsall displayed regarding this matter.
Not only did he continually poke fun at the
plight of the pigeons, he
also went so far as to describe animal rights activistsas, " ... people who
have entirely too much
time on their hands."
First of all, as an animal rights activist, let me
say that pet>ple who are
advocates of animal
rights are notpeo"ple who
havenothingbettertodo
wi~h their time.
They are individuals
who, in most cases,.lead
very busy lives, but who
taketimeoutof theirbusy
livesinordertospeakout
for creatures who cannot
speak for themselves.
They are individuals
who,aboveallelse, value
life - all life, not just that
ofhunians. Andindoing

so, they learn to respect
and stand up for every
beings, right to life.
They are people who
have not hardened
themselves to the starving stray dogs and cats
who scavenge garbage
cansforsomethingtoeat,
or to the rabbit in the
laboratory whose eyes
are eaten away by the
chemicals in the latest
hair spray product, or
even the plight of the pigeon.
Let's talk about these
pigeons that Mr. Birdsall
finds so repulsive, yet
amusing.
Though some people
might consider pigeon
shooting to be good clean
fun, I beg to differ.
I find nothing amusing about taking a gun
andliterallyshootingthe
life out of a defenseless
bird that wanted nothing
more than to live and be
free.
Some people might
choosetohidebehindthe
5ameexcusethatpigeons
are a nuisance.
Well, so what?, I'm

I thought you would like spaghetti-a-plenty night.

sure there are some
people who consider the
homeless mea1 who beg
for money on the streets
downtown Cincinnati to
be nuisances as well.
Does that mean that we
should go downtown
and shoot them?
No, it doesn't.
Nor does it mean we
shoot pigeons ·just because they may "drop a
load" on us from time to
time.
I justwanttomakeone
point clear: what might
be just a pigeon to people
like David· Birdsall, is in
fact a living creature. .
It breathes air - just as
we do.
It has a beating heart just as we. do.
And it also f~ls panic
and pain - just as we do.
SO if caring about and
speaking out· for the
rights of animals makes
me a person with too
much time on our hands,
then so be it. ·There's
nothing I'd rather· do
more.
-Tricia Anderson,
senior
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Y{ou: Know, it/ fo ridiculouf. If I don't call rny
parent! every )unday at exact~ 5~ o'clock,

the~ thihK I was kidnapped by ahenr, or
~omething. Anyway, o~ Sunday m@ ahcl
Mark we decide +o take.: off a"d checkouf

+he ci~~ fo ""e're hao91iis. ou+ and I loo~ a+

·rl'\~y;'watc·K.: 5 oc(oc/(, Alr19ht, >o rny call1h9
card ahd I heaJ down +o +he /o(a/ pool hall.

(Whichl

happen to Know haJ apayphohe)

And I tell the fo/k) .the Martians Set\d ·
'•

.

_,heir bert.

h

.

.

. . ... .

o matter where you happen to be, the
.AT&T Calling Card can take you home.
· It's also the least expensive way to
call state.-to-state on AT&T, when you can't dial
··direct. With the new AT&T Call and Save· Plan,
you'll get specialdiscoupts on AT&T Calling Card calls~ ·
And· once you have your card, you'll never .µeed to apply ..

for. another.
.
.If you. get your Calling Card now, your first·
· call will be free~* And you'll become a member of
· AT&T Student Saver Plus, a program ofproducts
and· services that saves students time and money.
. All of which makes the AT&T Calling Card out of· . .this world.

·. 1o gef an ~~ailing Card for otT-~ampus calling, call 1800 654·0471 Ext. 850.
mmr:·in

•Pmc11,.1CC~ l'ltaata.11~ 800111mblr b drtails. ••)W11
S3 ATlT LD. CstlfDle ~I ID 2Z mirwt cl iatdc:r dimrt·diPd. cauM•Houc, ni;i1 and..tmdcaWrt.tudm '*5
611"' 6f8/•Jl. 'tW ~Id ,,c aft.Cl' ha' mh..-sdqlmllnam ~ Cl'n, yw all. O&r limird LOonr cwtlfalr prr studmt.
.
Cl 1992 AW.

-You'll never g\less where lhave a tattoo.

.......,. ATaT·

Midwestern Collegiate Con(ere nee
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Mens' soccer beats UC, topples UDM Titans
half goals by junior. Mike
Mossel and sophomore Doug
The Xavier Newswire
Tegge. Mossel drilled a direct
Nine years is a long time to. kick past the stunned UC
wait for anything, especially keeper Mike Riechman. Tegge
for a victory over your arch- forced the extra session by
converting a pass from sophori val.
The waiting finally ended more Elhassen Boukhreiss.
Tegge scored the game
on a cool, crisp September
night. The Xavier Men's Soc- winner four minutes into the
cer Team outlasted the Uni- first overtime period with an
versity of Cincinnati 4-2 in assist from freshman Brian
overtime ending almost.a de- Petz. Petz later drove a final
nail into UC's coffin when he
cade of frustration.
added
an insurance goal in the
"A lot of the guys on these
second
overtime.
teams knovv each other and
ThevictoryoverUCnotonly
some of them have been playing together since they were snapped a nine year slump for
kids," said goalkeeper Dave the X men, but also ended a
Schureck. "It means a little four game skid that.dated back
more than other games-brag- to the Sept. 11 Diadora KickOff Classic. Thelossesincluded
ging rights."
X dug a 2-0 hole at the half, Wright State (0-2), Miami (3but rebounded with second 5), Kentucky (0-2), and South.. em Indiana (0-4).
By Mike DiNicola

"Things were not clicking
during the losing streak," said
X head coach Jack Hermans.
"We were in all of those game
with. the exception of the
Southern Ind.iana game. We
were manhandled in that one."
Team confidence reached a
new high early this season
when coach Hermans unveiled
his new European system.
Despite the losing streak the
club seems confident.
Junior defender Dennis Fehr
commented; "The system had
some problems in the beginning. When we started losing
we questioned it [the system],
but now we are back on the
winningtra~k. There should
.be more good things to come." .
The Midwestern Collegiate
Conference has been one of
those good things. X currently
holds first place at 3-0 in con-

ference play. The list of vie- day put Tegge in fifth place in
tims include: La Salle (5-2), the nation with 22 points (8
Dayton(5-3)and Detroit Mercy goals, 6 assists).
(4-2).
"He is dangerous with the
"Our object is not the MCC ball and he is not selfish," coach
title, but the tournament title, Hermans said. "Teams worry
which would give us an auto.:. about us. Wecanscorethreeor
ma tic bid to the NCAA touma- four goals a game."
ment, although, both would be
How does Tegge feel about
nice," said coach Hermans. being among the elite?
"We want to win every game."
"It really hasn't hit me yet,"
On thesamenote,Schureck Tegge said. "When I shoot I
said, "This season our style is expect to score. A lot of shots
togooutandattackratherthan are going in this year. Hopetrying to hang on. We play to fully I'll stay on a roll."
The recent winning streak
win."
Detroit Mercy fell victim to could not have come at better
the potent X attack most re- timeforX since the club's next
centlylastSunday~ Sophomore test will be powerful MCC riCharlie Combs led the way ·val Notre Dame. . .
.
with·two goals. Boukhreiss
~·~veryone is,,on their.feet
tallied his firsfgoal of the sea- ' again; It's'·good we're on a
son for the winner. Tegge also high going to Notre Dame, "
had another .big day with. a said
freshman
Martin
goal and two assists. The big Johnston.
·

X runs record to 11-3

Spikers claw Lady Bearcats
By Pete MacArthur

The Xavier Newswire

Photo by MichelleSchmenk

Gwen Zang (middle) attempts to block a volley from a UC player.·

The Xavier volleyball team
took fourou t of five games this
week improving their record
to 11-3.
The spikers defeated crosstown rival UC Bearcats in front
of a sea of blue and white at
Schmidt Fieldhouse. The girls
clawed the Lady Bearcats in
three brief games, 15-2, 15-9
and 15-8;
"We were pleased with the
crowd," said outside hitter
Terry Blunk. "Itisalwaysgreat
to see a lot of people."
· Senior ·tri-captain Mary
· Nock attacked the Bearcats
with 14 kills while senior tricaptain Andi Van Winkie and
juniorGwenZangadded seven
and six kills a piece. Zang had
12digs, while Van Winkle contributed 11 for the win;
. Once again senior tri-captainJennifer Nunn led the team
with 31 assists to put the

I think I love you.

Bearcats away.
down. 13 kills and Nunn asThis past weekend the Lady sisted the team39 times against
Muskies travelled up I-75 and Furman.
stopped in Dayton for the
Later that afternoon in the
Dayton Flyer Tournament. The finals Xavier women were cut
ladies finished second overall down by MCC rival Dayton in
with three wins and one loss to three decisive games. Nock led
rival Dayton.
the attack with 15 kills and
On Friday afternoon X Nunn contributed 39 assists in
posted a victory against Mary- the losing effort.
land-Baltimore County in three
"They came out firing and
games. Zang helped the cause we didn't know how to react
with nine kills and five service and made a few mental breakaces.
Sophomore Missy downs that killed us," said
Hathorn followed Zang's ex- Blunk.
ample with six killsofherown.
Both Nunn and Zang were
Then Friday night the named to the Dayton all-tour- .
spikers added another win to nament team.
their column asXa vier defeated
"We played well on Friday
the Furman University Lady but we weren't:as focused on
Paladins in three quick games, · Saturday and it showed,"
15-5,15-2 and15-2. Blunk had Coach Deaton commented.
six digs for the Muskies de. ·"The teams we are sup- .
fense.
posed. to. beat, we are. The
Next on the Muskie agenda teams that are questionable,
was Saturday morning's foe we're not." .· ·
North Carolina-Greensboro. X
This Saturday the Lady
added another victory in three Muskies host. Marshall at
speedy games. Nock. threw ·. Schmidt Fieldhouse at 4 p.m.

~
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XU runs with MCC rivals
By Alan Dermatt
Contributing Writer

This past Friday the mens'
and womens' cross country
teams faced conference rivals
Butler, Evansville and Dayton
atwhatwillbethisyear'sMCC
course.
Xavier will host the conference meet on Oct. 31, and this
quadrangular meet tested the
course's tenacity.
Both of Xavier's teams fell
to strong Butler squads, but
demonstrated depth by defeatingEvansvilleand Dayton.
Both teams feel this is a sign of
what will happen at the conference meet.
JuniorMitchGrahamledthe
X-attack by placing fifth of 47
in 27:20 for the SK (5 mile)
course.
Junior co-captain Matt
Alander followed 11 seconds
behind for sixth place, 8 places
ahead of senior co-captain Dan
Rosenbaum.
"Last year we beat Dayton
every time we saw them, until
the conference meet," sai.d

Rosenbaum. "Thisyearwewill MCC Female Athlete of the
beat them and Evansville ev- Week. She feels that she needs
ery time we run against them stiff competition to make her
run her "best race," and she is
both."
Senior Chris Westermeyer anticipating just thatat the Alland junior Tom Cloppert took Ohio in two weeks.
With· Dee Kowalski and
the final two place in the top 20
Nancy
Hackett out for this
with times of 29:02 and 29:07
battle, due to injuries, freshrespectively.
Xavier'stopfivepack, which man Sarah Wagner filled the
spanned 15 places, could not void by placing 11th in 21:30.
"It wasn't a bad race," said
compete with Butler's pack,
which spanned only nine Wagner, "Btit it wasn't the one
places including the top four I hoped for/'
Junior Christy Schlaechter
finishes.
But X's pack was tight ran a personal best of 22:21 for
enough to edge out Evansville the third spot on the team and
by a single point and to deci- 18th place overall.
Sophomore Cathy Wright
mate Dayton by 39 points. For the third straight week, and freshman Melissa Pflum
junior . co-captain Laura followed suit a few places beBreitenstein seized the top in- hind with respectable times of
22:30 and 22:33, "considering
dividual position.
·
She beat 34 other runners in· the women didn't run two of
a time of 19:24 for the SK (3.1 their top five runners," said
miles), 15 seconds ahead of the coach Bob Roncker.
second place finisher from _ "We'll have a few surprises
when the conference meet rolls
. Butler.
'
Breitenstein said, "I know I around. And the men will be
haven't run my best race yet." much more sharp by the con·
· Her victory at Wright State ference meet also."
a week earlier had won her the

oto y

ra

Junior Mitch Grahm was the top finisher for X, placing fifth.

Rain can't
stop XU
By Kip Hanley

: Musketeer tennis coach Jim
Brockhoff set lofty goals for his
women's tennis team going
into the season.
·
So, if the Lady Muskies'
strong play this season looks
surprising, including the
emergence of several freshmen
as important contributors to a
6-1 record, don't tell him.
Two . important mileposts
towards his goal of a nearperfect regular season were
reached last week with a pair
of important victories including a 7-2 triumph over Eastern
Kentucky Wednesday and a 54 squeaker over Mid-American Conference power Akron
·Saturday.
"Both of those teams were
good teams," Coach Brockhoff
· said. "Anytime you beat a
MAC team, it's a big win."
Senior co-captain Lisa Ennis
earned victories in both meets
·at singles and doubles with
partner Jenny Lopez. Since finals losses at the Western ·
Michigan Bronco Invitational
earlier this month, Ennis has
been undefeated en route ·to
top records of 8-1 in both
doubles and singles, 6-0 in
matchplay. ~heleadsasingles
corps with all winning records.
Behind Ennis lurks talented

The Xavier Newswire

ment.
After today's showdown
against Dayton, they travel for
a weekend tournament against
Toledo, Duquesne and host
team Bowling Green.
The remainder of the lineup
features Evansville, Detroit
Mercy, Butler and Cincinnati.
But considering the year to
date, Coach Brockhoffbelieves
his team is up tO the task.
"We've got a tough part of
the schedule, but beating the
schools we've beaten so far,
that part is very encouraging."
The Lady Muskies will
serve it up against Dayton
today at 3:30 at the courts
behind Kuhlman.

I just stopped wetting the bed.

It seems that rain is the only
thing that can keep the XU golf
team from their winning ways
this year.
Before the real storm hit
Saturday, Xavier used a team
score of 307 to storm through
the rest of the field to win the
Salem Hills Shootout.
John Ritter and Chris
Wulfeck shot a pair of 76's to
finish in a tie for first place
overall. The Muskies triumphed despite playing on
Detroit Mercy's practice
course.
"It's good to win on their
home course, " said Coach
Steiner.
Because of the rainout Saturday, Xavier will have to
travel to Michigan again to play
in the Brookwood Invitational,
the same site as the MCC
Championship later on this
season. CoachSteinerseesthis
tournament as being tough for
many .reasons. The course is
very tight and hilly.
Second, this course is home
to Notre Dame's golf team.
"This will be very tough task
for us to win this tournament,"
said Coach Steiner.
Next up for the X-men is the
Franklin (IN) Invitational.
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AL East puzzle yet to be .solved, who holds the piece?
·.Emmett
Prosser

pennant race left in baseball.
Most baseball fans would
say Toronto has theadvantage.
They do. The Brewers final six
games are on the road. The
Blue Jays last five are in the
Toronto SkyDome.

However, the Blue Jays'
eggs. sometime crack-most
notably a seven game slide a
few years back that enabled
the Tigers· to· slip in the back
door and steal the championship.
'
·

It would be a storybook

ending to see Robin Yount of
the Brewers go to the play:-Offs
afterhis3000thhit. Yetitseems
too magical to happen. But
magic does happen in baseball. We've all seen it before.

Problem is, you can't wave
. a wand and produce a puzzle
piecethatfits. Youhavetofind
it.
The Jays and Brewers are
still looking. What couch is it
under?

Sports editor
Most of the 1992 Major
league baseball jigsaw puzzle
nowfitsintoplace. Thesection
that identifies the American
League East, however, has yet
to be put together.
First place Toronto, sparked
by an old man, and Milwaukee,
lifted by two rookies, continue
to fight for the remaining piece
of the play-<>ff puzzle under
the couch.
Forty-year-old
Dave
Winfield brought an immense
presence to the Blue Jays this
year. Torontohashaditshands
under the sofa all year. They
have been in first place for good
since mid June.
The chances of the Jays being on top without Wi!'lfield
would be slim. Last Year,
Toronto manager Cito Gaston
penciled in Rance Mulliniks at
the DH spot. Mulliniks had
theexperience,butnotthepop .
. .That pop is back this year.
Winfield became the first 40
year old player in history to
drive in more than 100 runs in
a season. His clubhouse
manner has been a blessing to
the younger players on the
team. Toronto has gotten the
most out of their borderline
players because of Winfield.
Milwaukee kind of hung
around. They never had a long
winning streak or a big move
up in the standings. But since
the all-star break, they have a
better record than the Jays.
Why? Cal Eldred and Pat
Listach. Who? Cal Eldred and
Pat Listach. The rookie tandem has brought the Brewers
from chronic mediocrity, to
serious contention.
Listach has batted around
the .300 mark all year. He has
played the role of a lead-off
hitter flawlessly, scoring runs
in bunches and stealing 54 ·
bases.
Eldred, brought up from the
minors at mid-season, is 10-1
with an earned run average
under two. Whenever the
Brewers needed a key win,
Eldred was there.
The Brew Crew has clawed
to within two and a half games
oftheJaysasofTuesday. With
six games to play, it is the only

.
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Dry-Ridge Village Outlet Center, Exit 159, 1-75, 1101 Fashion Ridge Road.
(606) 824-470a Mon.-Sat. 10-9, Sun. 11~6. · ·
Discontinued/almost perfect sports and fitness stuff.
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Woody Allen's new
flick· 'Husbands and
Wives' mocks reality
By Drew Shannon
Contributing writer

two couples: Jack and Sally
(Sydney Pollack and Judy
Davis), and Gabe and Judy
(Allen and Farrow), who are
on· the verge of splitting up.
All four become involved with
other people, but none of them
seem too satisfied with their
new lovers.
Thecomedycomesfrom the

Unless you have ignored
every aspect of the media over
the past month~ you must have
been bombarded by the Woody
Allen/Mia Farrow breakup.
Now that the dust has settled
somewhat,
Tri-Star. pictures (with
perfect timing) has released "Husbands and
Wives,"
Allen's latest
film. a piece of
art that some
may say imitates life a
little
too
closely.
· EvenadiehardAllenfan ·
like myself
Woody Allen
may be surprised by this film. as far as fact tJ:lat these people oversubject matter is concerned, analyze everything, and never
Allendoesnothingnew. What let life just happen to them.
is striking about "Husbands
The acting is impeccable.
and Wives" though, is the way Judy Davis in particular makes
in which the story is told.
a character who is so neurotic,
so strange, and so full of tics
and mannerisms, that she
MOVff. RLVll.W
makes Annie Hall look normal. Farrow sheds her usual
.·
mousy persona and turns in a ·
.
·
Taking a mock-documen- surprisingly bitchy perfor~ary ap~roac~, the wholefilm mance (I wonder why ...). Q>
1s shot m ~ Jittery ·~nd:-held · ·to see the film if only as a fare:- .
camera which swerves alarm- . well to Farrow...rumor has it
ingly from person to person. that in Allen's next film, she's
The only .time t~e cal!'era is ·been· replaced by Woody's
~ally s~tio~ary 1s dunng t~e former gal pal arid leadingla~y,
interviews , where the main .Diane Keaton.
characters ar~ que~tioned by
. The film has some poignant ·
an off-~n mterv1.ewer. . . messages to send. Sometimes,
Anothersh~km1ghtbethe no matter how hard we try,
amount of violence •- both relationships fall apart. Is it
verbal .. and physic~l. While morally right for.Gabe to sleep·
Allen~asneverbeenm~~hfor 'with his 21-year old student?
profanity, tl~e R;~at~ . H':'s- Maybe not, but is that reason
bandsandW1ves is filled with enough to stop him?
, enough four letter words to
Everyone is looking for a
k~paDavidMam~p~ayrun- way out of the situation they
mng smoothly. This 1s not a arein andtherearetimeswhen
detriment; in fact, it adds to the all of ~s want to do what Gabe
humor of this very funny does in the film's last scene: he
movie.
looksathiswatchandsays, "Is
The. plot ·revolves arou~d this thing over?"

The Reverend's 'Bad Reputation'
By Dominic Sansalone
Contributing writer
The Reverend Horton Heat,
Smoke 'Em if You Got 'Em, is
all out psycho rock-a-billy with
an edge.· Well, what the hell is
psycho rock-a-billy? Let's just
say it's rock-a-billy taken from
the 1950's that is fast, hard, cool
and makes The Straycats look
likeThePussycats! With Songs
like "Bad Reputation" and
"Marijuana", you just can not
lose.
Bands from all over have
been doing rock-a-billy since
the 1950's, like The Blasters,
The Clash (Gods of Punk),
Straycats, and so many others.
Reverend Horton Heat
does straight forward rock-abilly with the kind of control,
humor, and feeling of a true
artist.
This album is recorded with
only a two track, except for
. "Love Whi " (ed; note - best

song on the album), giving it
that real live feel.
Now, on psycho
rock-a-billy
freakout, picture
John Zorn meeting
rock-a-billy surf
with the sole intention to have
pure, unadulterated sex.
Reverend
Horton Heat consists of the Reverend Horton Heat
on guitarand lead L-------------zrr~~
vocals,
Jim
Reverend Horton Heat
Wallace playing
upright bass and
some vocals, and Patrick "Taz" day,October8. Chicagomusic
Bentley on drums and vocals. fans will swear by his dirty
Reverend Horton Heat is a sub groove and daredevil stage
pop band (if you don't already presence.
know), but this is not your . This concert is suggested for
typical Nirvana or Mudhoney. those who thrive on the alterThe Reverend will be per- native two-step. Want rock-aforming at Bogarts' onThurs- billy? This is it.

Some of the Stu~~est Colle'e Courses in America. Pt. I
You don't have lo leave America on some fraudulent foreign program lo either eat chevre or take
ridiculous courses. Listed below are some actual courses you can take for credit from actual
Arrurican universitits. So pop open a Grolsch, pick your schedule for the fall semester, and have that
worthltss junior-year-abroad experience without waiting in a long line to renew your passport.
Leisure: The Individual Society "Students
formulate their own philosophy of leisure and
develop an understanding of their own leisure
behavior." .University of G«irgia

Men and Masculinity "This course allows men
and women to come to a deeper understanding
of men as men." Hobart and William Smith

UFOs in American Society "Films such as The
Day the Earth Stood Still and The Thing wi II
be shown.",· Temple University :

Basic Mime "Emphasis will be given to such
areas as movement illusions, group Illusions,
and comedic technique for mime." Loyola
University of Chicago

The Aesthetics of Science Fiction "An·
examination of significant works of science
fiction ....Among authors and critics studied
are Asimov, Clarke, Wells, Zamyatin, Lem,
Smith, Blish, Capek, and LeGuln.'The course
will also examine a number of science-fiction
films." Skidmore College
·

Badminton I "Helps students acquire the
fundamental skills of badminton .... Content
. includes offensive and defensive skills, singles
and doubles strategy and play, rules and
etiquette." Ithaca College

Household Equipment "Selection,
.
construction, operation, and care of household
equipment." Brigham Young University

Meal Management "Organization and
.management of time, energy,. finance, and
nutrition lri planning and preparing family
meals." Brigham Young University ·

Fame and Fortune: Materialism,· Business
·Values, and the American Success Ethic
· "Since there is, in fact, a life after Trinity .
College, what is Its purpose? What should.its
purpose be? ... " Trinity College

I'm going to name my first child after you.

~~~_..:....-.:...~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Colleges

Pleasure Horse Appreciation al1d Use "Open
tq all ... students interested in pleasure horses;
The principles of horse management are
included as well as instruction in riding."
University of Connecticut
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Success of P&G an: accident

the familiar crescent. inoon
several year5 later.
.
The Xavier Newswire
' Proctor and Gamble is now·
one of the world's leading cor:That bar of white soap sit- porations, with it's national
ting on your sink or in your headquarterslocated in downshower might have come from town Cincinnati.· They have an
St. Bernard, right.here in Cin- · immense line of products, .
cinnati; if the word "Ivory" is
stilllegible on it .
. .·
Whe~\ fire nearlyde~ti'Oyed
the first set of buildings ma~.;.
ing up the Proctor and Garrible
Company on Central Avenue
downtown in 1884, Harley
Proctor and James Gamble op-.
timistieaUy deeided to rebuild
and relocate. · In 1885, .the·
ground was. officially broken
and construction of the present
Ivorydale plant in St. Bernard
began.
· :. ·
·.
Proctor and Gamble's most
recognizable.·. prodµ~t, Ivory
Soap, and their. trademark
moon and· stars syinbol were
actually brought into being by
accident.In 1870, the firm
bought the rights for a better
qualitywhitesoap; According .
toP&Gmyth,aworkmanonce.
fell asleep at his· vaf of soap,
allowing the ingredients to boil
longer ~han the specified time.·
William Proctor (Harley's fa- ·
ther) . passed by. and noticed
that the soap .was whiter and
flakier-than usual.
·
Proctor awoke the work-~"
man, bringing the
to his
o·
attention;· The forinula for the
future Ivory soap was invented. In October .1887,
Harley Proctor sat in the fam-:. ·
ily pew in an Episcopalian
Church in Mt. Auburn, listening to th~ _reading.: The pastor
read from Psalms4~:8, "All thy
garments smel,l of myrrh and ·.
aloes and cassia I ourof the'·
ivory palaces whereby they .·· ,
· havemadetheeglad." · · ·.·•· .. ·
.·"Ivory palaces.::.", though_t
Proctor, thus, the name was
changes from "w.hite sc>ap" to
·
Ivory soap". · · ·. ·
. The .. famous· man~in-the
moon trademarkof P&G was
created also by accident. In the ·
1840's, a shipment of candles
from P&G awaited transport
on the Ohio riverfronfto Lou~
isville, Kentucky> · . .
.·
Out of sheer boredom, a
wharfhand took a can of paint
and a brush laying nearby and
painted starsonaUof the boxes
in-the shipment.•
. The cases were taken ·to
Louisville, stars and all. Later,
the next shipn'tent of candles '
were rejected by the Louisville
purchaser bec:au5e the case5
arrived devoid of any stars.
Immediately all shipments
leaving the plant were marked
with stars. with the addition of
By Paul Zook -· ·
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• Start of Family Weekend.
·
• Columbia Pictures film "Hero" opens to the public.
• From 1-3p.m. the Shantie o.n the Mall will.~ dismantles.. ·
• The Samples will be perform.ing at Bogarts at 7:30 p.m. Tickets
·· · · .
.
are$10
. .
.
•·Commuter Happy Hour, sponsored by Commuter Services.

2
3

September and October

30

1

• Ju~t a few miles· from ca~pu~ in O~ryonville will be a wine
·
festival in the afternoon. Live JaZZ will be performed on the streets
and many of the shops and gal~erie~ ar~ having .sales. Family Weekend continues: .. most parents d~g this kmd of ne1~hborhood. .

•

• Wednesday Night Jump Start, sponsored by SAC. · .
At 3:30, Earthcare sponsors Coffee Hour. Bring a can of
food, get a cup of coffee, at The Romero Center. .
•At The Dorothy Day House the film "Wrath of Grapes," not
. a typo, kids, this is about the plight of the farmers in America.

• The Classical Piano Series presents Gilbert Kalish.
• The Breeders perform at Bogar~s.
·
.. .
• Comedian Martin Lawrence will performe at Riverfront Cobseum
at8p.m.
·. ·
. . .
•David Lynch's ''Blue Velvet" will be shown at the Real Movies
downtown at 10:15 p,m.

4

• Start of Wellness Month, get a physical.
• Earthcare sponsors a multi-materials recycling from 10-2 p.m.,
bring paper, glass, plastic .etc. Start saving now. Do it.
.
• The Department of Modem Languages hosts a reception for
majors, minors and recent graduates at 4 p.m. in the Schott
Conference Room in the Unviersity Center.
.
• The ~everend Richard Foley will lecture on Medjugorje at 7:30
pm. in The University Center.

THt GRttNWI~H TAVtRN
HOT FOOD and COOL JAZ.Z
JAZZ HEART of Cincinnati

2440 Gilbert Avenue
221-6764 -

Yqu are invited to be a part of the new
excitement at
The Greenwich Tavern
EVERYDAY
-L~nch with 4 specials, dinner specials I cany-:out available (221-6764)

- Homemade desserlS, food cooked when ordered ·
~Surprises. musicians, belly dancers, jugglers, guest artists, unan.nounced
SUNQAXS

-Full menu ·
- Big screen television
- Live jazz from 7 - .11 p.m with 'The Night Trippers"
MON QA XS
-1st and 3rd Monday· 13 pc PsychoAcoustic Orchestra, original compositions
- 2nd and 4th Monday ·recognizable jaiz tunes by 'The f:)ut-To-Night Sextet"

- Dancing is invited
WEQNESDAYS
- HUNGRY HOUR • 5:30-7:30 ~. appetizers with live music
TiiURSQAYS

- BLUES in the GT tradition with James lbold and 'The Skeleton Crew"
FRIDAYS and SAIURQAYS

- Pigmeat Jarret at the piano and a buffet - THE HUNGRY HOUR- Friday
- Local and imported jazz greats - reasonable admission, usual' start -10 p.m.
-The Chris Oarke Quintet

•The movie "Brazil" will play at 9 p.m. at the Reel Movies at 719 ·
Race Street Downtown.
• "Blue Velvet" shown again at The real Movies'. .. EXCEPT, today is
Tuesday, all tickets are $2for all shows!
·
~ SonicYouthat Bogarts.

Bas$ player wanted

for a .
..• ;band that plays originals~
.
classic,' and modem rock. For
. more info, call Paul at 733.Imagine!!! College SkiWeek 4262. <
. ..
. in Steamboat, Colorado~ 6
nights ~on~mninitiriti 4 out of B,ogart;s is now hiring ..
. 5 day hft ticket, au for under ·. respc>nsible, mature people .
$100. Call Dave at 1~aoo~999. · fordoor,servers,and ticket
1301.
sellers:•Piease apply at ticket
· -----, wiridow_Monday;through
....EARN EXTRA INCOME,.
Friday;l l to 5 p;m.
Earn $200-$500weekly
mailing travel brochures.
Eating Disorder Center, UC
For infonnation, send a
stamped addressed ellveMedical Center; free initial ·
lope to: Travel INC., P.O.
consultation for XU.students. dne·aJ\Ci:t*o.bedrC>orn
Aparbn.ents available $250
Box 2530, Miami, FL 33161.
558;.5118:
.
& $350. Close to Xavier;
3317 DrexelPlace,off
·street parking, l)o long
lease. Call 751-:4264.

WANTED

FOR RENT

r-~ EGi~~£fi.~~;>Eb · .·

, , Y:Je are trying to match wife's dark complextion and
petite figure. Others welcome fOr many other couples. If
you are a healthy woman, 21•30 year5 old, whose Ufe
would be enriched knowing you.had helped us, please
send your namer address, age,· and fertility history to:
IVF Director
·.. Dept. BG
2125 Eleanor Place
Cincinnati, Ohio 45219

'

Strict confidentiality.,
Compensation provided.

~=============--=-=-=·--

Spring Break-- i 9-3

Panama City Beach," Florida
Sales Representative needed to work
with the #1 Spring Break Team

TRAVEL ASSOCIATES AND TOUR EXCEL

COMING SOON

- ROY AYERS- October 9th and 10th
- Comedy Night every Wednesday 8 p.m.

The Greenwich Tavern welcomes students and
faculty from X:avier. The kitchen is open daily from
10 a.m. to 10 p.m. M-Th, 10- i a.m. F-Sat, and 12p.m. Sun. Our food can be preparedJor your group
of 2 or 200, served at your P.lace or ours. Fadhties
available for business, family or social gatherings. ··

Two houses for rent; one 3
bedroom, arid one 5 bed~ .
room. equipt,walking
distance toschool, immediate
occupancy. 772-0909;

Sell the BEST properties on the beach

. SUMMIT CONDOMINIUMS
MIRACLE.BEACH.RESORT
HOLIDAY ·.INN
PIER 99

Earn t()p,couunission and
free trips
For mo~e information call:
Jcriny
i

....

.-800-558.;JOO?

.

I

CONDO'S FOR SALb
.BEST CONDO BUYS
INTOWN .

I·--798 Ointon Springs;
three bedrooms, two
baths, stUdy, equipped ·
kitchen, solarium; .Condo
fees paid·by seller for 12
months. $65,900..
.
· -3900 Ro5ehill; 24 hour
· doorman, two bedrooms,
two baths, study, beau ti"' .
ful hardwoocUloors,
marble· fireplace. Seller
will pay condo fees
through 1992. $74,900:
PAM PULLEY-CASE.
321~9922

__ ___

·REALTORS
.___SIBCY...CLINE
,

